NCMCO OER Quality Survey

Please read and respond to the following questions regarding the two OER courses: Introduction to Mission Critical Operations and Critical Infrastructure: An Overview. Please respond by September 16. This is not a confidential survey.

What is your name?

Select your Institution:

Is the Introduction to Mission Critical Operations course easy to navigate?

- Yes
- No

For Introduction to Mission Critical Operations, how appropriate do you consider the course material?

1 2 3 4 5

Very Inappropriate Very Appropriate

For Introduction to Mission Critical Operations, how would you rate the overall effectiveness of the OER resources?

1 2 3 4 5

Totally Ineffective Very Effective

Is the Critical Infrastructure: An Overview course easy to navigate?

- Yes
- No

For Critical Infrastructure: An Overview, how appropriate do you consider the course material?

1 2 3 4 5

Very Inappropriate Very Appropriate

For Critical Infrastructure: An Overview, how would you rate the overall effectiveness of the OER resources?
Do you have any suggestions for improvements in these courses or further comments?

Submit
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